
Smarter facility decisions through 
unified design and operations data

With the native integration between Autodesk’s AEC 
Collection and iOFFICE + SpaceIQ’s Archibus IWMS, 
building owners and operators have a more seamless 
way to be successful throughout a building’s lifecycle.

Access to comprehensive data and tools in a single 
platform helps you stay ahead of the curve in 
optimizing comfort, safety, and efficiency for 
your buildings.

Enjoy a set of integrated 
solutions that:

•  Enable scalability

•  Accelerate deployment

•  Boost productivity

•  Deliver meaningful results

 

Beyond BIM: True Lifecycle Management    
 
•   Use Archibus to make your drawings and  

building information models live long past the  

initial construction 

•   Connect to enterprise/space/forecasting 

information to synchronize designs with  

clients’ businesses 

•   Provide full commissioning information to  

manage buildings effectively from “Day One” 

•   Perform inventory management, space  

forecasting, and strategic master planning 

•   Manage capital projects and budgets, enterprise 

moves, room reservations, and more 

•   Employ enterprise-wide SLAs for maintenance 

management and other services 

Revit® + Archibus = Better Building 
Information Modeling   
 
•   Link Archibus Overlay for Revit with Revit® 

Architecture, Autodesk’s platform for Building 

Information Modeling (BIM), to tie building 

information to enterprise databases 

•   Access Archibus directly from within Revit 

•   Query Revit data — across different buildings, sites, 

countries, and time zones — from within Archibus 

•   Link space, equipment, asset, and portfolio 
inventories to multiple building models instead of 

only one 

•   Combine the results of thousands of models in one 

Archibus enterprise infrastructure model connected 

to rich building information, and make changes or 

additions that are simultaneously reflected  

in Archibus 

https://spaceiq.com/products/archibus/


In a time when keeping facilities efficient, reducing costs, 
and ensuring employee satisfaction are top of mind, the alliance between

 iOFFICE + SpaceIQ and Autodesk empowers you to make more 
informed building operations decisions.

REQUEST A DEMO

•   Easily deliver reports that show native AutoCAD 

drawings (DWG) and data integrated into attractive, 

accessible formats, such as Microsoft Word®, Excel®, 

or Adobe Acrobat® 

•   Ensure simultaneous updates to data and drawings 

with Autodesk’s underlying technologies 

•   Develop spreadsheet-like summaries of 

architectural programs based on headcount, 

expected department growth, storage needs, and 

more — then allocate this space to floors 

•   Share rich design information directly with other 

departments using Autodesk’s Design Web Format 

(DWF) technology to optimize space planning, 

increase the accuracy of cost accounting, and speed 

up maintenance on equipment 

•   Increase your organization’s productivity  

and profitability

•   Archibus Overlay for AutoCAD, a native AutoCAD 

solution, populates your AutoCAD drawings  

with facilities data from either stand-alone or 

enterprise systems 

•   Edit and classify space boundaries and room assets 

via searchable pick lists 

•   Turn furniture and equipment blocks, jack  

and panel symbols, and more into intelligent  

asset symbols 

•   Link facilities data with drawings in the easiest and 

most affordable manner

AutoCAD® + Archibus = Design Automation, Higher Native Intelligence

https://info.archibus.com/autodesk-integrations
https://spaceiq.com/products/archibus/

